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About This Game

Shadows is a puzzle-based platformer taking place in a mysterious, silhouetted world. Your goal is to construct a beacon of light
to call for help and find your way home. Along the way, you will be able to discover pieces of your past, memories lost after

your arrival in the caves. Fireflies will be your guiding light; without them you will enter into the darkness of the caves never to
return.

As you make your way through the perilous caves, you’ll overcome mysterious runic riddles, discover hidden pathways, and
navigate twisted mazes to find freedom. Your endeavors will be two-fold: Not only will you gather the items needed to construct

a beacon to call for help, you will also uncover the dark memories of how you arrived here. Yet, the decision to actually make
this beacon or even seek out your past is your own; you can choose to find your way out of the caverns or to start a new life

underground by following either of the two paths to the end of your journey. Who are you? What will you do when you know
the truth?

Features:

-Six cave regions (each with a multitude of levels)
-Various puzzles in each region (from runic riddles to navigating darkness)

-Hidden memories that reveal the story
-Challenging, spike-filled caverns
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-Elegant music and graphical design
-Two possible endings
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Title: Shadows
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Logan Apple
Publisher:
Logan Apple
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.5 Ghz Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,German,Italian,Dutch
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RNG the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.

Here's how to have more fun, save yourself 1 dollar, and "experience" this game; roll a dice. There you go, you got the game. If
you haven't rolled 6 3 times in 6 rolls you loose, otherwise you win. If that sounds boring, well... that's this game.. I was young, i
was dumb. DO NOT BUY. Its dead. Early Acess for 4 years and no update.. great art, fun and quick card battling, simple to
understand but has a good amount of depth. Realy great game, can't wate for more content.
only problem, game slows down drasticly as island size increases, this may be beacuse of my computer not being the best but
still a grate game. a waste of time and money. the storylines were uninteresting (if you could even call them storylines) there felt
to be no point to the whole game and having to start over again every time made the whole thing seem more like a chore than
anything else. definitely do not recommend.. I do not remember the last game in which I truly laugh. I laughed as I played this
one. I wrote this here to not forget.. I've only ever had one experience worse than this game and that involved cutting my hand
off, cooking it in a microwave and eating it in front of my family at a Sunday roast Lamb night. While my Dad stood on the
table masturbating to the song "beat it" by Michael Jackson and my mother sniffed his♥♥♥♥♥♥

This game was only slightly better than that experience.
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Half Dead 2 - 1/10
Half Dead 2 with sprint - 10/10 GOTY. An interesting story, but only if you love the mystical. As for the gameplay, the
defensive combat system looked interesting. However, the lack of information about the enemies capabilities and the absence of
significant sounds makes it frustrating and finally boring. Also, the animations are slow and there are no objects to interact with.
The graphics are decent but could be a lot better. Where are the winter sounds, the cracking of the snow, the winter nights, the
winter wind? the howling of the wolves? Only this dull music instead.... When I saw how small the size of the game being
downloaded, I did not think it was going to be good at all. After around 1 1/2 hours of playing, I am surprisingly impressed. I
have seen other people say it was a space version of subnautica and I agree to it at the moment but only time will tell. Definitely
a lot of fun.

After 3 months later, the game has only gotten better and the Dev is always open to suggestions and it looks like there is great
additions to come. I absolutely recommend this game. Keep up the great work!. I wasted 6 hours until I got hit by neighbors who
could attack at full strength with 1000+ troops and regenerate their army five times than I. I managed to survive by a lot of save-
reloads, then I got hit by civil war. Impossible to stop and with the same problem as before except I know have to attack at only
30-40% strength. Impossible to win. And this was with easy settings. Predynastic Egypt was a blast, this one isn't. Turn the
difficulty down or sell only to fanboys and min-max fanatics.. Better than CoD Ghosts!. Well I'm a fan of minimalism and my
last name starts with VOI, which happen the be the 3 simplest shapes, so I may be subjective when I say that it's not at all a bad
game.
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